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GENERATIONALLY, we’ve lived in society whose entire design is to “exploit
our 5 senses through programming of one kind or another, to excite every
nerve in the human body with fever pitch tension” from constant onslaught of
external stimuli. This programming reaches into our psyche to create material
cravings, manufacture desires and superficial passions – all in order to lead us to
buy the products of their factories, glamour makers, entertainment, and printing
presses with the promise to … what? I’ll leave this up to you to answer for
yourself.
EARLY DESIGNS OF PROGRAMMING
In the 1920’s, the cigarette brand, Lucky Strike, set out to get more women to
smoke and buy their brand. After a series of focus groups, it was found that a
majority women surveyed were turned off by the color of green in the Lucky
Strike logo and packaging. The most obvious fix for this problem was to change
the color, but after detailed cost-analysis it was determined that this solution
was cost-prohibitive. Instead, they moved to change the perception of their logo
and packaging and hired the brilliant minds of a Madison Avenue Marketing
agency to lead the campaign. The agency went to work!
Within a short period of time, the
fashion industry made Lucky Strikegreen the apparel color for the coming
season. In the windows of department
stores and in magazines, women could
see Lucky Strike green apparel and
images of beautiful, happy women doing
everyday things dressed in this ‘fabulous
green’. High-society black tie galas
featured women wearing Lucky Strikegreen gowns and accessories. And, to
top it all – it was the decade of women’s
suffrage, so not only were women voteactivists showing up to protests wearing
Lucky Strike-green, many were smoking!

“

We are governed,
our minds are molded,
our tastes formed,

our ideas suggested.

”

Edward Bernays
Author – Propaganda

The nation was peppered with images of woman-activists smoking and dressed
in Lucky Strike-green. Sales of Lucky Strike cigarettes to women skyrocketed.
Featured below are ad campaigns with programming designs for women suggesting
smoking Lucky Strike cigarettes was a new way to a slender figure. See for yourself:

“I’m a “Lucky Girl” because I’ve
found a new way to keep my
figure trim. Whenever the desire
for a sweet tempts me, I light up a
Lucky Strike. It’s remarkable how
nicely the toasted flavor of Luckys
satisfies me. Toasting has taken
out all impurities – all that is left is
the thrilling Lucky aroma. I
certainly am lucky to be
‘The Lucky Girl.’”

”

Edward Bernays
Author – Propaganda

We are all victims of this programming and have been succumbing to it in our own
ways based on our individual beliefs and desires – for our entire lives. There are
tracks of evidence from all our systems, not just consumer products, that have
been using this type of programming dating back to at least the1920’s, with fresh
intensity after the stock market crash in 1929 and the ensuing depression.
How does this statement make you feel?: “The job of the mainstream media today is
to make you think that the views of 10% of the country are actually the views of 80% of
the country.”
What impact has the programming from Hollywood in films and television had on
us, knowing average time spent daily watching TV by Americans is three hours?
That’s three hours of daily programming! If you are over 35, all you need do is stop
for a moment and think about how the cell phone completely changed everything
about our lives. Perhaps people reading this who have already begun awakening to
the impact of their own programming are resonating, feeling invigorated to read
words that describe what’s been until now, only an unspoken inner knowing.

THE LIGHT IS GETTING IN
There is a crack in the programming matrix and the light is getting in. More and
more people are awakening to pull out of this programming as they become
aware of how it is impacting them, their family, friends, and neighbors.

The light is information. And with the light brings humanity’s collective
awakening that there is a great shift happening.
“When you feel the
wind blow, often in a
gentle way that’s
refreshing – that’s the
Edward Bernays
way
the
truth is of this
Author
– Propaganda
shift. You are looking
at new energies that
you have never had
before – presented
to you in different
ways.”

”

Lee Carroll, Kryon

WHAT IS THE GREAT SHIFT?
Science and ancient prophecy foretell that humanity is experiencing a great cosmic
shift, as our planet is at end of three huge cosmic cycles, beginning a new cosmic
cycle. This is a planetary shift as well as humanity’s evolutionary shift; a new earth
is being birthed, as well the ‘new human’. Many believe of biblical proportions.
What a time to be alive!

“ Ancient and modern-day prophets and their recorded
visions for our future … universally reveal a common
theme – they point to the birth of the new millennium
as a time when we may expect to see … great change
upon the earth and within our bodies. ”
Gregg Braden

SCIENCE TELLS

Quantum Physics, the universal governing science of the universe, leaves no room
for ‘intelligently’ denying that our planet and all of humanity are in this period of
great shift. The curious thing about Quantum is its far-reaching implications for us
all – it’s not a scientists’ science – it is a science for all of humanity to know and
innerstand.
Over the past two decades, Quantum has birthed new mind/body sciences epigenetics, neuro-immunology, and neuro-plasticity to name a few - that have
expanded our knowledge about our vast human potential – our naturally endowed
abilities that in the recent past were catagorized as super-human or called miracles.
We now have within our grasp new skills to break out of programs and seek truth
through expanded levels of consciousness. We are drawn to innerstand what is
truthfully happening in the world, and we RESONATE with the light of truth when
we hear it. This is what the great awakening and the great shift
is. Bernays
Edward

”

Author – Propaganda

This great shift is moving us away from our planet being governed by Newtonian
science, where ‘everything is matter’ and which enforced the energies of separation,
duality, competition, survival, and fear as the over-riding consciousness in the world.
This shift is evolutionary – the energies of quantum, where ‘everything is energy’,
reveals truth about our natural state of Oneness, unity of the spirit, where
collaboration and cooperation reigns, and recognizes …
…“love as our transformational intelligence.”
A New World, A New Human.

(Heart Math Institute)

THE GREAT SHIFT IS REAL & HAPPENING NOW
If this is all new information and you are reading with a healthy dose of skepticism
and perhaps cognitive dissonance is kicking in to make you feel uncomfortable,
relax and be still for a moment to contemplate the meaning of this and its
significance to you, personally. This is how the start of this great awakening
occurs. You are right on time - where you are physically, mentally, and spiritually
during this unprecedented historic time is where you are supposed to be –
everything in this moment is as it should be.
The awakening process that is upon us reveals that our planet and all of humanity
are evolving. This evolution is a participatory process, not a passive one. So, the
awareness of humanity and our planet’s great shift reveals to each of us that we
are at a choice point: Stay unaware, asleep, which keeps you in a state of chaos and
confusion – constantly in reaction mode while the world changes around you. Or,
like a growing population who are waking up to the science and spiritual truth of
what is really happening, prepare yourself to participate fully in THE GREAT
SHIFT!
OUR LIVING LIBRARY
Our Living Library is a curation of content intending to serve those of us who are
awakening to the truth of what is happening in the world, and, moving to a state of
knowing that we have work to do within ourselves before we can evolve and align
with this new world. All content created for you as a subscriber is synthesized
from the many scientists, visionaries, and spiritual teachers of our time – all who
devote their life’s work to provide context, meaning, and new skills for this time.
Most important, the information within Our Living Library now and forthcoming is
written with hope – hopeful that readers will bring the information within for
contemplation and to think on their own, not readily accept what is being
Edward Bernays
presented. Blind acceptance to information is what got usAuthor
to
this
point, where we
– Propaganda
are seeing outright the systems and the programming of the old world as they fray
and collapse under their own dark forces. We need breakthrough over the lies
and deception we have been living under for a millennia, and we need each other,
collective humanity, to build the world we all dream of, together.

”

These curated works are synthesized by Marilyn Lynch Carpenter intentionally to
create a living road map to assist humanity’s evolution in the great shift.

Our Living Library is a new-to-the-world digital offering at a time when humanity is
at an unprecedented cross-roads.

EARTH & The New World

HUMANITY & The New Human

Our planet is in great cosmic shift –
how does this matter to us and how
we will (or won’t) move forward into
our new, beautiful world being ushered
in?

For those of us awakening to TRUTH
and giving life to the inner stirrings of
light to evolve, you will discover
kindred spirits and assistance from
geniuses for your journey.

“Heaven on earth was always here –
What happened? We built a culture
system on false understanding of
science that endured for centuries.
Now, we are facing an evolution. It’s
not a passive process. It’s a
participatory process.”
Bruce Lipton

“Our old ways of being human are
simply not supported by the
nonphysical world any longer. We’re
getting cracked in half because our
understanding of how life works has
been so small.”
Carolyn Myss

FAITH & CONSCIOUSNESS

WE’VE GOT WORK TO DO

‘We cannot solve our problems with
the same level of consciousness that
created them’, and there are no
chemical solutions to our spiritual
problems.

We have the power to heal our
bodies, heal our emotional trauma,
enjoy rich and loving relationships,
have abundance and prosperity, to be
of service to others with our unique
gifts … …You
justBernays
have to want it.
Edward

“Faith is acceptance of our power as a

directive force in creation.”
Gregg Braden

”

Author – Propaganda

“Desire is the first move.”
Stuart Wilde

www.Saqredenergy.com/Living-Library

OUR LIVING LIBRARY IS A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION OFFERING
Through monthly membership of $8 (Starter) or $22 (Premium), you receive access
to unique content in the form of eBooks, relevant and inspired book studies, Photo
Journals, blogs, interviews, Q&A Online Zoom sessions, and a newly created Living
Glossary of ‘Fresh Words’. All content created for you as a subscriber is synthesized
from the many pioneering scientists, visionaries, and spiritual teachers of our time –
all who devote their life’s work to provide context and meaning for this great
planetary shift upon us. The common element amongst all pioneers featured in Our
Living Library work in their genius through HEARTBRAIN Intelligence to produce
their gifts for humanity.
Content may also be purchased separately without a subscription from the Living
Library Store.

EBOOKS ON OUR LIVING LIBRARY | DECEMBER 2021 LAUNCH
HEARTBRAIN Intelligence | 3-Part eBook Series:
THE GREAT AWAKENING, THE GREAT WORK, & THE GREAT SHIFT

”

Edward Bernays
Author – Propaganda

5 Essential Truths To Know For
THE GREAT AWAKENING

5 Essential Truths To Know For
THE GREAT WORK

The Conscious Edge of
Human Potential
THE GREAT SHIFT

BOOK STUDIES ON OUR LIVING LIBRARY:
Stay tuned for more …
The importance of this body of work cannot be understated to help
humanity today with the most important endeavor we can take up at
this time in history – evolving our consciousness. The learnings are
condensed [leaving out Dr. Dawkins's scientific methods] to appeal to
our HEARTBRAIN in the hope of reaching more people who might
be stirred into many ‘aha’ moments. Dawkins wrote: “This book will
have been successful if, by the end of it you exclaim, ‘I always knew that!’
What is contained herein is only a reflection of that which you already
know, but do not know that you know.”
A great wish is for you to be inspired to read this book study with
the aha moment – ‘this is what you’ve been looking for’, but the
ultimate wish is for you to be inspired to do something, one step
even, towards evolving your consciousness. When you realize this
evolution in consciousness really means to develop your innate
super-abilities, the journey becomes intriguing and enjoyable in a
continual ‘WOW” kind of way. And, as you will discover, there is your impact on all of humanity to
think about as well. Hawkins has built a sound bridge for us to now pursue the intrinsic yearnings of
our soul without fear of being labeled crazy or ‘off-the-reservation” by society around us.

Could there be a lost science that allows us to transcend the themes of
war, destruction, and suffering long predicted for our time in history?
Gregg Braden opens his Introduction with this question, which
drives his energy towards answering this question throughout his
investigation of The Great Isaiah Scroll. And as such, the twentyfive-hundred-year-old texts, as well as modern science, suggest that
the answer to these and similar questions is a resounding Yes!
“We live our lives, solve our problems, create our relationships, and
care for our bodies based upon the way we’ve been taught to think of
ourselves. We’ve been taught that we’re powerless and insignificant
beings living in a world of competition, conflict,
separation,
Edward
Bernays and
struggle. This false belief is reflected in everything
from how we
Author – Propaganda
approach our most intimate relationships to the social issues that are
destroying our communities and societies today.”
“Stunning new research has called into question 150 years of scientific thinking on everything from
evolution and humanity’s origin to our relationship with other people and with the world.”

“Ancient traditions remind us that we have come to this world for one reason
above all other reasons. We are here to love and to find a love even greater
than any known by the angels of the heavens. This book is dedicated to our
search for love and the memory of our power to bring heaven to earth.”

FRESHWORDS – DECEMBER 2021
The common themes of Fresh Words - December are fitting for our launch edition,
dedicated to setting the context of the times of great shift we are experiencing - raising
awareness for the evolution of our planet and humanity.
FRESH WORDS
THE GREAT AWAKENING
THE GREAT WORK
THE GREAT SHIFT
CONSCIOUSNESS
COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
HEARTBRAIN Intelligence
JOY
THOUGHTS ARE ENERGY
WAVES OF ABUNDANCE

FRESHWORDS – JANUARY 2022
The common themes of Fresh Words – January are selected to expand our awareness
& innerstanding of the divine universe we live and, realize our place and our personal
& collective power within it.

THE QUANTUM FIELD
CREATING FROM THE QUANTUM FIELD
HEAL / WETIKO
BREATHE
Edward Bernays
MEDITATION
Author – Propaganda
LOVE
THE SCIENCE OF FAITH
THE SCIENCE OF PROPHECY
LIGHT

www.Saqredenergy.com/Living-Library

ABOUT
MARILYN LYNCH CARPENTER
iconoclast
icon·o·clast | \ ī-ˈkä-nə-ˌklast \
: a person who challenges settled beliefs,
systems, or institutions

“The world is
changing, and I’m on
the transition team.”

curator
cur a tor | [ˈkyo͝orˌādər, kyo͝oˈrādər, ˈkyo͝orədər]
: a content specialist charged with the collection of knowledge and
wisdom during times of great shifts of the ages, and, involved with the
interpretation of heritage material including consciousness, science, vast
ancient-texts, and ground-breaking discoveries that lead to the
innerstanding of TRUTH for Seekers.
synthesizer
syn·the·siz·er | \ ˈsin(t)-thə-ˌsī-zər

: one who composes or combines parts or elements so as to create a
new thing; make whole
Marilyn embodies these three talents that combine to make her the unique creating spirit
of Our Living Library.
Edward
Bernays
Marilyn is also the Proprietor of Saqred Energy, located in Belmont,
NC.
Saqred Energy is
Author – Propaganda
home to gifted and spirited independent practitioners in energy medicine, bodyworks, and
alternative wellness to assist the natural healing and longevity of each client.

Marilyn began her own awakening journey in 2017 - that served to inspire her to shutter
her successful consulting and business coaching practice in 2019 to participate fully in the
burgeoning energy medicine | mind-body medicine revolution. This ‘health industry’
revolution is just a small part of the great shift, as we lay witness to the programming and
systems of the old world being dismantled, making way for unlimited possibilities for a new
world we will build together.

We raise our hearts to the hope that you will join us on this journey
to awakening and building our new world, together.

To Subscribe to

Click here or go to:
www.Saqredenergy.com/Living-Library
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